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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the new music live coding language
Glicol (graph-oriented live coding language) and its web-
based run-time environment. As the name suggests, this
language is designed to represent directed acyclic graphs
(DAG), using a syntax optimised for live music perfor-
mances. The audio engine and the language interpreter are
both developed with the Rust programming language. With
the help of WebAssembly and AudioWorklet, this language
can run in web browsers. It also enables co-performance with
the support for collaborative editing. Taking advantages of
the Rust programming language design, the run-time envi-
ronment is both safe and efficient. Documentation and error
handling messages can be accessed in the web browser. All
in all, we see Glicol as an efficient and future-oriented lan-
guage for collaborative text-based musicking.

1. INTRODUCTION
When used in music contexts, the term live coding refers

to musical performances during which performers write com-
puter programs in real-time to make music [6]. So far, dozens
of live coding languages have been developed.1 Among these
languages, the examples of language abstractions are ubiq-
uitous. The abstraction level is related to how much the
lower-level implementation details are hidden.

The C and C++ programming languages are commonly
viewed as low-level languages as they can access the com-
puter memory pointer directly. These languages are also
popular in low-level audio programming [4, 17]. Most exist-
ing audio programming languages, e.g. SuperCollider [14],
have their parser and signal processing back-end written in
C or C++. This makes it possible to focus on the sound
synthesis, and not on handling memory pointers. Many live
coding languages such as TidalCycles [15], ixi lang [12], and
Sonic Pi [1] are again built on top of SuperCollider. This
additional abstraction layer allows for focusing on creating

1See, for example, the TOPLAP overview here: https://
github.com/toplap/awesome-livecoding
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musical ‘patterns’, while leaving the sound synthesis to Su-
perCollider.

The abstraction level can influence which platform the
languages can be used on. Early live coding languages were
mostly based on OS-specific applications. In recent years,
browser-based environments have become increasingly pop-
ular, of which Gibber.js [18] may be the most well-known
example. Thanks to new technologies such as WebAssem-
bly [8] and AudioWorklet [5], browsers such as Chrome or
Firefox can now support high-performance audio at a near-
native speed. Several audio programming languages and
libraries, e.g. Csound [20] and Faust [11], together with the
recently developed Sema live coding environment [3], have
all adopted these technologies.

We can also see another abstraction type in web audio.
Our previous live coding environment, QuaverSeries [9], is a
functional programming language that runs in browsers. Its
audio engine relies on Tone.js [13], a JavaScript library built
on top of the Web Audio API. In practice, on the one hand,
the language abstraction provides us with the convenience
to use the concise customised syntax smoothly. On the other
hand, we find it less flexible for sample-level sound synthesis
and hard to handle the run-time errors from the memory
aspect. These issues make it hard to guarantee the run-time
environment robustness in musical performances.

Figure 1: The authors engaged in a live coding performance
during the Web Audio Conference 2019 in Trondheim. Here
Glicol’s precursor QuaverSeries was used. Glicol inherits
the syntax style and the collaborative environment of Qua-
verSeries, while most of the back-end has been redeveloped.

Thus, we are motivated to rethink live coding languages
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Figure 2: An overview of the Glicol architecture. Both the
language and the audio engine are written in Rust and com-
piled to a WebAssembly module that runs in an AudioWorklet
thread.

from the lower level and develop Glicol2, the successor of
QuaverSeries. In this process, the Rust programming lan-
guage offers an effective alternative to C and C++. This
system-level programming language is becoming increas-
ingly popular for its robustness in memory safety and com-
puting performance. These advantages are realised by the
ownership mechanism in Rust, and this mechanism also fur-
ther facilitates a ‘zero-cost abstraction’.3 This means that
in theory, we may be able to write a parser in Rust and
convert it into audio streams without losing performance
redundantly.

Developing a live coding language from the low level can
have various benefits: (1) better audio performance can be
obtained; (2) errors can be handled in the memory level;
(3) the language is easier to port to different platforms such
as Bela [16]; (4) the language can serve as an intermediate
structure to support higher-level customised languages. In
this paper, we will focus on the design (Section 2) and im-
plementation (Section 3, 4, 5) of the Glicol engine and its
web-based IDE. In the end, we will have a general discussion
(Section 6) and conclusion.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
We begin the design considerations with the programming

paradigm, which largely determines the interface we inter-
act with in live coding. The two most popular programming
paradigms in the live coding community are functional pro-
gramming (FP) and object-oriented programming (OOP).
There are benefits of both these approaches, but we have
chosen a graph-oriented paradigm. One reason is to exper-
iment with this new idea, as a research in sound and music
computing. Another is to fully leverage some unique fea-
tures in Rust, such as the ownership mechanism.

The term graph means the abstract collection of a series
of nodes connected by edges [19]. In audio programming,
the concepts of graph and nodes are ubiquitous, such as in
the Web Audio API and SuperCollider. In the Rust Au-
dio community, the concept of graph has also been widely
adopted, e.g. the FunDSP project4 and the dasp_graph5 li-

2https://github.com/chaosprint/glicol
3https://boats.gitlab.io/blog/post/zero-cost-abstractions/
4https://github.com/SamiPerttu/fundsp
5https://docs.rs/dasp graph

Figure 3: QuaverSeries amplitude modulation syntax. We
wrapped Tone.js instances in each function. There are some
hacks here: all the functions before the amp are used to or-
ganise required information, and finally, in the amp function,
we call the .play() method of a Tone.js object to make sound.

brary. They both take advantage of Rust’s trait feature by
offering a template for implementing the Node trait for dif-
ferent structures.

Figure 4: Glicol syntax for amplitude modulation.

Though the concept of graphs and nodes is widely used in
audio programming and development, few languages adopt a
graph-oriented programming paradigm in the syntax design.
In our experiments with QuaverSeries, we find its syntax
based on the functional programming paradigm can also be
used for a graph-oriented paradigm with some minor mod-
ifications (see Figures 3 and 4). We believe this paradigm
can be easier for a beginner to master as its logic is fairly
straightforward. It can also be used by advanced program-
mers as an intermediate structure for developing higher-level
languages.

In Glicol, a node is represented by using specific keywords
such as the sin, mul and add in the example shown in Figure
4, followed by its required parameters. A chain can be cre-
ated by connecting nodes in series with the double greater-
than sign (>>), and a reference can be used to denote this
chain of signal flow. In the example, both lead and ∼mod
are references. Using the reference as the node’s parameter
means that this parameter is controlled by another chain of
signal, which is also called a side-chain in signal processing.
Note that only the reference that comes without a tilde (∼)
will be sent to the audio interface. This is the syntax for
separating control signals and audio signals, although they
both run at audio rate. The reference of a signal chain can
also be used as a node in another chain (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: References used as nodes.

Despite their similarities in appearance, there is some in-
trinsic discrepancy between these two kinds of syntaxes. The
nodes in Glicol syntax are not functions, but the graph data
structure in Rust. This data structure can be converted from
the input code String smoothly. In contrast, QuaverSeries
is based on ‘impure’ functions that can access global vari-
ables such as the Tone.js Object directly. As a result, the
implementation in QuaverSeries is not as robust as the one
in Glicol in terms of memory safety, as there may be po-
tential data conflicts in these impure functions. In Rust,



implementing Glicol in a functional programming manner
is limited by the ownership mechanism, which is used to
guarantee memory safety. For example, it is complicated
for a global variable, such as the clock, to be ‘moved’ inside
and outside the scope of different functions. Therefore, we
believe that the graph-oriented paradigm fits the design of
Rust better when it comes to implementing an audio pro-
gramming language.

3. IMPLEMENTATION IN RUST
To implement the syntax in Rust, we need to build differ-

ent node structures and a language engine that can convert
the code text to an audio graph. Also, we need to consider
how we can dynamically manage these nodes in a graph dur-
ing a live coding session.

3.1 Implementing the node trait
In the audio engine implementation, we have used a

customised version of dasp_graph library.6 The default
buffer size in the library is hard-coded to a constant value
64, while in our customised version, the new Rust feature
min const generics is used so that we can set the buffer size
to any valid number, e.g. 128 in our Web Audio applica-
tion. The library provides a template for us to implement a
trait called Node for all these node structures such as SinOsc,
etc. With this trait, these node structures are all embedded
with a method called process. This method takes an input
buffer array and output a buffer array. Within its defini-
tion, we write the DSP code to determine how the output
buffers should be calculated from the input buffers. Thus,
the update rate is based on the buffer size, while the control
of some nodes can be in sample level such as in the delayn
node.

The nodes that support sample playback require some spe-
cial consideration. In Glicol, we define the behaviour of the
sp (sample playback) node like this: once it receives a non-
zero value from its input—which should be placed at the first
position of the incoming block signal array—it will schedule
a sample playback inside the node. The playback rate is
determined by the trigger’s value, which will consequently
alter the playing pitch of the audio sample. For instance,
the value 1.0 triggers the default playback rate of the au-
dio sample. A trigger value of 2.0 will play the sample one
octave higher (see Figure 6).

Thus, many nodes can be used to trigger audio sample
playback. For instance, the imp node, i.e. ‘impulsive node’,
and can send out an impulse signal that triggers a sam-
ple playback periodically. The node seq takes a sequence
of MIDI note values or underscores as parameters. Notes
are represented by integers while underscores denote rests
(silence). The parser will divide one bar into equal length
based on the spaces. The default bar duration is 2 seconds,
equivalent to 120 beats per minute with a time signature
of 4/4. Then, each segment can be further divided into
smaller, equidistant sub-segments based on the number of
MIDI notes and rests.

3.2 Converting code text to an audio graph
To convert a code string to an audio graph, we build a

parser to process the code. In Glicol, we choose Pest.rs as

6https://bit.ly/3n2ehfI

Figure 6: Sample playback in Glicol. The notes in the seq
node can be controlled by a choose node, whose parameter
number determines the probability of random selection.

the parsing tool7. It allows us to define the language rules in
PEGs (parsing grammar expressions) paradigm [10]. Next,
we can call its API to parse the code to node information
such as the reference of a chain of nodes, the name of a
single node, and its parameters.

To maintain the lazy evaluation manner, that is, writing
first and defining later, we parse the code first, and the node
information is kept in a Vector structure (re-sizable arrays
in Rust) chain by chain. Then, these Vectors are saved in
a HashMap structure (a dictionary-style data structure in
Rust). When parsing each node, the side-chain information
(the node index and reference name tuple) is stored in an-
other vector called sidechain_list. Finally, the edges are
handled only after all the nodes are parsed and the relevant
information is stored.

As for the clocking, a clock node is connected to all the
user-created nodes to ensure synchronisation. The clock
node is invisible to the users but plays a vital role in avoiding
over-processing for some nodes used as references in more
than one places. When the process method is called within
each node, the internal clock of that node will be compared
with the input buffer of the clock node that contains the
current clocking information. If it is already processed once,
the node should yield a stored output buffer rather than
calculate a new one.

3.3 Dynamic node management
In live coding, the audio graph needs to be updated in

real-time. In Glicol, we have chosen a WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get) approach as we believe that this
can help the audiences better understand the code–sound
relationship. This means that every time the user runs the
code, the audio graph is always dependant on all current
code. In the implementation, however, it would be a huge
waste to the performance efficiency and would be prone to
audio clicks if we reset the entire audio graph every time the
update is scheduled.

The solution is to manage the nodes dynamically using the
longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm [2]. First, we
parse the new code and process it chain by chain. When
dealing with a chain, we compare it with the node by chain
HashMap stored previously. The comparison has three pos-
sible outcomes. In the first case, the chain shows in the
previous code but not in the new one. Then we will remove
all the nodes in this chain from the graph and the side-chain
information list. The second case is that this chain is a new
one, so we can simply add all the node information to the
graph. The last case is that this chain is a modified version
in the new input code. Then we use the LCS algorithm to
find out which nodes to add and remove, while keeping most
of the nodes untouched in the graph.

Taking advantage of this dynamic node management al-

7https://pest.rs/



Figure 7: The interface of Glicol Web-IDE. The editor has syntax highlights implemented with regular expressions. The browser
console is creatively used to provide help documentation and command-based interaction. The WebAudio tab in Chrome
DevTools can be used to monitor real-time audio performance.

gorithm, we further add a strategy to optimise the audio
performance. In the pre-processing stage, the parameter of
all the mul nodes, and oscillator nodes such as sin (sine wave
oscillator), will be replaced by a control signal that contains
a single const node. In this way, when the user changes
the parameter of these nodes, it is the const node that will
be removed from the graph and a new const node will be
added, while the mul or sin node will remain in the graph.
Then, within the mul or sin node, the previous audio state,
e.g. the phase of an oscillator, can be retained. Thus, a
smooth transit can be created.

3.4 Using Glicol to develop new nodes
For complicated nodes such as the Dattorro’s reverb effect

[7], we come up with a solution to write Glicol code insides
Rust. As shown in Figure 5, the references in Glicol can be
used as nodes too. Based on this feature, we create a special
reference called ∼input, whose buffer can be manually up-
dated in every audio block in the Glicol engine. With this
design, we call use Glicol syntax to determine the behaviour
of an engine and call the engine within a node definition to
do the processing job. Therefore, we can use existing nodes
in Glicol such as the delayn or the delayn nodes to build
the Dattorro’s reverb and wrap it within the plate node in
Glicol.8 We have also used macros in Rust to optimise the
workflow. As an important feature in Rust, macros refer
to the way of writing code that generates other code, often
known as metaprogramming.

4. A BROWSER-BASED IDE
8https://bit.ly/2WQht1C

The language and audio engine we build in Rust is com-
piled to a WebAssembly module to run in the browser-based
IDE (integrated development environment). To improve the
user experience of the environment, we have implemented
syntax highlighting in the code editor. We have also built
in the documentation in the browser and added support for
collaborative coding similar to QuaverSeries.

As Figure 7 shows, the browser-based code editor is de-
veloped with Ace.js.9 When users click the run icon in
Glicol, the code string will first be encoded into UTF-8 for-
mat. Then it will be sent to the AudioWorklet thread as an
Uint8Array with a label run, using the SharedArrayBuffer
feature in browsers such as Chrome or Firefox. Once the Au-
dioWorklet thread gets the array buffers, it will call a func-
tion ‘alloc_u8’ exported from the WebAssembly module.
This function will create memory space for the code string.
On the JavaScript side, we use the array.set() method to
write the array data to the allocated memory location. Then
we pass the pointer and the array size to the run function
exported from Rust/WebAssembly. This function will call
the Glicol engine inside to process the code string.

Similarly, we can pass the audio samples to the We-
bAssembly/Rust module as array buffers. First, users need
to switch on the use sample option to fetch the audio sam-
ples from the Internet. These downloaded audio samples will
be stored temporarily as JavaScript Float32Array. Then,
these sample arrays can also be passed to the Rust/We-
bAssembly engine using the SharedArrayBuffer. Here,
sending the audio samples requires the WebAssembly/Rust
side to allocate memory locations for both the sample names
and the sample data. The audio samples will be stored in a

9https://ace.c9.io/



HashMap and can be later used in the audio engine.
Users can also use the browser console for communica-

tion to the WebAssembly module. Adding samples can be
done with the addSamples(name, URL) function export to
the browser window. Beats per minutes can be set with the
bpm() function. And the amplitude of each audio node chain
can be set with the trackAmp() function.

Our preliminary user testing quickly uncovered the need
to add easy access to documentation of the code. Our solu-
tion is to use the browser console for documentation. When
a user opens the Glicol interface, all available nodes will be
printed in the console. Similarly, when users load samples,
all available samples will be shown. Users can also get the
help of a node in the console (see Figure 7).

Based on our positive experiences with collaborative cod-
ing in QuaverSeries, we have also added this feature to Gli-
col. This feature is currently powered by Firepad10, but we
may switch to a decentralised solution in the future. Users
can choose to enter the same Glicol ‘room’ where they can
start collaborating immediately. Each user can decide when
to run or update the code on their machines.

5. PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
Although we have not yet done an extensive evaluation of

the system, some measurements of the audio performance
and some preliminary user studies can be presented.
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Figure 8: Glicol audio engine performance during a perfor-
mance test with Chrome tracing tool. Only the period when
the audio begins is shown.

5.1 Real-time audio performance
In real-time audio processing, the audio is processed in

blocks. In Web Audio API, the block size is 128, and our
WebAssembly module needs to yield 256 audio samples (128
stereo frames) in each block time, i.e. the real-time budget.
The audio load refers to the ratio between the render time
of that block and the real-time budget. Thus, an audio load
exceeding one can cause glitches in the audio.

Figure 8 shows the result of a performance test in Gli-
col, based on a live coding improvisation on top of the code
displayed at the Glicol welcoming page (see Figure 7). The
tracing tool11 in Chrome is used to record the audio load
and the result shows that the real-time audio performance

10https://firepad.io
11https://web.dev/profiling-web-audio-apps-in-chrome/

is stable and efficient. Another way to test the audio perfor-
mance of Glicol is to monitor the load value reported by the
WebAudio tab in the Chrome DevTools in real-time. From
the videos of Glicol recordings in this YouTube playlist12,
we can see that that the audio load of Glicol is typically
stable and well below the limit.

5.2 Error handling
Handling code errors is imperative for a music system to

be considered reliable. Fortunately, Rust offers a robust
error handling solution with Option and Result. Each time
the user makes an update, the engine will try to parse the
code and make the graph. If there is an error, the result
will be an Error type. Should this happen, the engine would
use code from the last successful update and continue to
play music using the previous code. Information about the
error’s type and position will then be passed back to the
AudioWorklet thread along with the ongoing audio array.
A message will also be printed in the console as is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Error messages shown in the console, with hints on
where the error comes from and the error element.

6. DISCUSSION
Our experience with the development of Glicol is that

Rust is a powerful language for audio-based live coding ap-
plications. It also provides new ways of handling errors,
making the environment safe to run and efficient to program.
Glicol is currently stable and deployed as a Web App13 with
documentation and tutorials available. In the following, we
will reflect on how Glicol compares to some other live coding
languages.

6.1 Glicol as an audio server
One of Glicol’s main contributions is its graph-oriented

syntax, together with the audio engine implemented seam-
lessly. With the help of Rust’s famous zero-cost abstraction,
we believe that this design pattern can bring a minimal per-
formance loss for live coding language design. In terms of
language abstraction, Glicol should be at the same level as
audio programming languages developed in C++, such as
SuperCollider. Furthermore, its syntax is optimised for live
performances, and given its graph-oriented nature, Glicol’s
syntax can also be seen as an intermediate structure for
creating higher-level customised languages. One difference

12https://bit.ly/3nUMYDH
13https://glicol.web.app



from SuperCollider is that we choose the WYSIWYG de-
sign mode in Glicol, followed by a dynamic node manage-
ment solution to satisfy its use in live performances. As a
comparison, in SuperCollider, the live coders need to de-
termine which parts of the code should be executed, which
is highly related to SuperCollder’s client-server architecture
under the hood [14]. Despite its popularity in the live cod-
ing community, in our experience, such an interaction mode
is often hard for beginners to understand, and this is why
we decide to experiment with the WYSIWYG mode as an
alternative. In our tests with Glicol so far, the WYSIWYG
mode works well both in live coding and quick prototyping
for audio effects, and we believe that WYSIWYG is bet-
ter for lowering the cognitive load and help the audience to
build a code–sound relationship. Admittedly, this will be an
interesting topic to be further investigated in the future user
studies of Glicol.

6.2 Limitations and future work
Even though Glicol is fully functional in its current state,

it has several limitations. For example, it has limited in-
put capabilities. We are planning inputs for MIDI, and it
would also be helpful to receive OSC messages. The graph-
oriented syntax can also be extended. One work in progress
is to support parameters in the references used as nodes (see
Figure 5), so that users can define nodes directly in Glicol
Web-IDE. Also, we plan to organise a formal user study.
Here the idea is to test Glicol on people with various levels
of musical and live coding experience. The user study will
also guide the development of tutorials, targeted at different
user groups. In parallel to the user study, we will develop
more APIs for users to create their own customised language
based on Glicol. When a stable version is finished, we also
aim to run the language on microcontrollers, such as Bela.
Also, we plan to port it to Python, using the wasmer14 pack-
age, to leverage various types of machine learning libraries.
The idea is to explore how it is possible to train virtual
agents for different types of collaborative performance. We
may start offline first and work towards a real-time imple-
mentation.
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